The total number of pages incorporated by reference in the amendment is 247.

ADDITIONS:
KSR 10-01-12 Restrictive Housing Unit General Operational Procedures – Unit E/Upper A Wing
KSR 13-03-01 Correctional Psychiatric Treatment Unit
KSR 13-03-02 Voluntary and Involuntary Psychotropic Medication Orders
KSR 22-00-04 Inmate Recreation Programs

REVISIONS:
KSR 01-00-08 Communication Among the Warden, Management Staff, Department Heads and Inmates: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. A specific location for the Executive Management Team meetings is removed. Department and unit meeting minutes being sent to the Warden and unit staff having posted office hours are added. ‘Personnel Required to Make Weekly Visits” section is deleted to be combined with the “Weekly Visits” section. Touring requirements in section III.A. and a reference to RHU are removed.

KSR 02-00-01 Inmate Canteen: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Section II.B. is removed. The Inmate Canteen is substituted for the Property Room for vendor orders.

KSR 02-00-03 Screening Disbursements from Inmate Accounts: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Section I.B.6. is removed and payments for legal filing fees and to Aramark for special orders are added as allowable payments from inmate accounts. Section II.A. is removed

KSR 02-00-11 Inmate Accounts: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. References to JPay are changed to Keefe or DOC approved vendor

KSR 02-00-13 Inmate Canteen Committee: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. The reference to NCF/D 10, DAL is deleted. References to posting minutes in the Special Management Unit and CPTU are removed.

KSR 06-00-03 Kentucky Open Records Law and Release of Institutional and Medical Records: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. I.A.2. is revised to read, “The Offender Records Supervisor shall be responsible for processing all records requests, excluding mental health and medical records”. Offender records is changed to offender information throughout. Section II.B.2 & 7. are removed and a new II.B.3. is added.

KSR 09-00-28 Restricted Areas: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. The Command Center is added to Class I areas.
KSR 09-00-30 Parole Board: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. A reference to the Restrictive Housing Unit (RHU) is deleted. Closed Circuit Television is changed to videoconference and the deliberation phase instructions are changed to match this difference. The staff who escort an inmate is changed from only security staff in I.H. II.B. is clarified to include each person wanting to attend the hearing. Citizens is changed to members of the public. References to the Shift Supervisor are removed from section IV.

KSR 11-00-01 Meal Planning and Procedure: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Section II.F.4. is moved into the Section F. paragraph and the section is renumbered.

KSR 11-00-05 Food Service Department Clothing Issuance, Laundry and Sanitation: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Issuance of protective wear is added. The main institutional laundry is added as a backup for Food Service.

KSR 11-00-06 Health Standards for Food Service Employees: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Issuance of protective wear is added. Employee is changed to worker or inmate worker throughout.

KSR 12-00-03 State and Personal Hygiene Items Issued to Inmates: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Section II.B.2. is deleted and a method to obtain a mattress after closing of the distribution area is added to B.1. The Clothing House schedule is changed to be only in the Inmate Handbook. Three (3) disposable razors per month are increased to four (4). One (1) shaving lather is increased to two (2) shaving cream every other month. Five (5) toilet paper rolls are changed to four (4) toilet paper rolls per month. Clothes washing areas are changed in IX.A. A clearance location is changed from “the Captain’s Office in the Administration Building,” to “Re-Entry in the Gym.”

KSR 12-00-07 Inmate Barber and Beauty Shop: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. The policy title is changed to Inmate Barber and Beauty Shop. Inmate Beauty Shop sections are added. Clothing House Officer is changed to Stores Operations Supervisor. Barbershop is changed to Barber Shop throughout. Doctor’s order regarding clippers shall be placed in KOMS instead of a log.

KSR 12-00-09 Treatment of Inmates with Body Lice: Sections II.A.4.a. & b. and 5. are deleted. Info about how to store clothing and bedding is added if the appropriate laundry is closed. The Clothing House is changed to Correctional Industries (Cl) Laundry for the cleaning of bedding and clothing. The inmate shall be issued one set of bedding and one set of clothing in sections II.C. and D.

KSR 13-00-04 Medical and Dental Care: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. A provision to announce Sick Call when the yard opens is added. Inmates may sign up for sick call for thirty minutes after the yard opens instead of from 7:00 a.m. until 7:30 a.m. Restrictive Housing Unit (RHU) Dental Sick Call is deleted. Section II.D. and IV.D. are deleted. Offender is changed to inmate for consistency. Language for motorized wheelchair repair or maintenance being performed without cost to
indigent inmates is removed. Section VI. concerning personal wheelchair or rollator repairs being the financial responsibility of the inmate is added.

KSR 13-00-05 Medical Records: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Section II.A. is deleted. Various small wording changes are made for clarification.

KSR 13-00-09 Institutional Pharmacy Procedures: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Various formatting changes and small wording changes are made for clarification.

KSR 13-00-10 Requirements for Medical Personnel: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Language in section III.B is changed to “A nurse’s aide shall possess a current registration with the Kentucky Nurse Aide Registry.” Section V. is renumbered.

KSR 13-00-17 Special Care: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box.

KSR 13-01-01 Death of an Inmate and Notification of Inmate Family about a Critical Medical Emergency: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box.

KSR 13-02-01 Mental Health Services: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Commas are inserted in several places, and a small wording change is made for clarification in II.C.1.

KSR 13-02-03 Suicide Prevention and Intervention Program: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. References to the Restrictive Housing Unit are deleted throughout. In section II.B., “An officer shall complete a continuous watch or fifteen (15) minute watch as assigned” is moved within the section and the entire section is renumbered. “In accordance with CPP 10.2” is added to section II.B.4. Formatting and small wording changes are made for clarification. “[S]even (7) day” is replaced by “classification” in II.B.4. “With proper authorization” is added to III.B.1. “Extraordinary Occurrence Report” is replaced by “Incident Report Tracking System” in II.V.B.5.

KSR 13-02-08 Inmate Observer Program: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. “[C]ompleted, signed Controlled Work Assignment” is added to section I.A. “Other criteria as deemed appropriate by mental health, medical, and administrative staff” is added to I.B. Language regarding training offered by mental health or medical staff is deleted from II.A. Language regarding documentation and staff designation for inmate training is deleted from II.A. Section III. Hours and Compensation is deleted. The sections are renumbered. “Loss of Controlled Work Assignment approval status” is added to IV. as number 6.

KSR 14-00-02 Americans with Disabilities Act and Inmate Program Access: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box.
KSR 15-00-06 Inmate Identification Cards: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Language that an inmate shall be charged the cost of replacing his ID card if he intentionally changes his appearance is added to section I.C. Language for the size of the label is deleted from II.A. Section II.A regarding inmate ID color codes is restructured with specific dorms added. “If an inmate moves to a unit requiring a different color ID card label, he shall report to the Major’s Office to obtain the appropriate ID card label for the new unit” is added to II.B. and “the label shall be placed completely on the identification card in the upper left corner” is deleted. Sections II.C.-II.G. are deleted. Inmate reports his ID has been found to the “Captain’s Office” is changed to a “staff member” in IV.E. Section IV.D. is deleted and sections are renumbered. Small wording changes are made for clarification.

KSR 15-00-09 Tobacco Free Environment: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Definitions of tobacco products and contraband (defined in 520.010) are added. Tobacco products definition is moved from I.A. to the Definitions section. Language that inmate visitors shall leave all tobacco products in vehicle is added as I.C. A new section II regarding criminal and disciplinary action is added. A new section III is added regarding report processing.

KSR 15-00-10 Program Services for Special Housing Placement: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. CPP 15.10 is added to reference/authority. Placement Committee is changed to Placement Review throughout. “[I]nmate’s institutional folder or” is deleted from III.C. Section V.A. is deleted and the sections are renumbered. Intensive Services Program references are deleted throughout.

KSR 15-01-02 Staff Operational Procedures for Units A, B, and C: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. The definition section is deleted. Honor dormitory and honor status references are deleted throughout. Second shift officer is changed to dormitory officer in section I.G. Television room schedule and rules are revised to read, “The dormitory television room may be used during scheduled hours and the posted television-viewing schedule shall require approval by Unit Staff. The practice of reserving a seat in the TV Room shall not be permitted.” Day room schedule and rules are revised to read, “The day room may be used during the scheduled hours approved by Unit Staff. The practice of reserving a seat in the day room shall not be permitted.” “Except as required by moves into or out of honor or general population single cell housing” is deleted from I.G.3.f. Phone call and JPAY language is revised to read, “Inmates may use the Inmate telephones and JPAY located inside the dormitories/wings from 6:30 AM until 12:00 AM, Sunday thru Thursday; and until 1:30 AM on Friday, Saturday and holidays, except during the following times: Unscheduled lock downs (i.e., emergencies, escape, etc.) Institutional counts.” Language regarding phone call limits and time limits is added. U-Tab is replaced with media tablet throughout section IV. Walkman is replaced with MP3 player throughout. The sections are renumbered.

KSR 15-01-03 Inmate Rules for General Population Living Areas: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Honor dormitory and honor status references are deleted throughout. Walkman is changed to MP3 Player throughout. Section I. HH is deleted. Section II. General Rules for the Yard is added. The sections are renumbered. Section III.A.4. regarding medical deviation from the dress code is added. The time
allowed for recreation clothing is changed from 3:45 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. in III.B. Handball court
and weight shed are deleted from III.D. Language prohibiting inmates from being in a wing other
than their assigned wing is added to VIII.A. The television room schedule and rules in X.B. are
revised to read, “The dormitory television room may be used during scheduled hours and the
posted television-viewing schedule shall require approval by Unit Staff.” Dormitory lights out in
X.I. is revised to read, “Dormitory lights out shall be at 11:30 p.m. Sunday through Thursday and
2:00 a.m. on Friday, Saturday and holidays.” Language regarding lights out for open wing
dormitories is added to IX.B.

KSR 15-01-07 Unit B-Nursing Care Facility Operational Procedures and Rules: ACA 4th edition
standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Unit B is
added to the title. Restrictive Housing Unit (RHU) – NCF section is added as I.C. The sections
are renumbered. Grievance Counselor is changed to Grievance Aide. “[O]n his scheduled day in
order” is deleted from XI.A.

KSR 15-01-08 Outside Detail: Central Region Training Center and Oldham County Parks and
Recreation are deleted from the Policy and Procedure paragraph. MSU Officer is added to
section I.D. KSR Administrative Section Supervisor is changed to Deputy Warden of Programs
and Operations throughout. Lieutenant is changed to Supervisor in section I.A. Extraordinary
Occurrence Report is changed to Incident Report throughout. Small wording changes are made
for clarification.

KSR 16-00-02 Inmate Correspondence and Mailroom Operations: ACA 4th edition standards are
revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Control Center is
changed to key box and the RHU reference is deleted in I.D. Unit mail out days are revised to
reflect reorganization dorm changes. “Or other Correctional Facility” is added to V.G. Dorm 12
is changed to Dorm 10 A and B wing in V.E. “Explaining the reason for rejection” replaces “of
explanation” in IV.C. In section IX.E., “by U.S. Postal Mail.” is added.

KSR 16-00-03 Inmate Access to Telephones: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th
edition expected practices and KRS 439.346 and CPP 25.3 are added in the Authority/References
box. Section II.A. is replaced and sections II.B.-F. are deleted with remaining sections
renumbered. References to Restrictive Housing Unit (RHU) are deleted throughout. Honor dorm
references are deleted throughout. TTY call duration is increased to 60 minutes and VRS calls
are increased to 40 minutes in II.B. The monitored call report to the Warden is deleted from
III.G.

KSR 16-01-01 Inmate Visiting: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected
practices in the Authority/References box. Visiting Building visit days and times are updated to
reflect new visiting hours in section I.A. Section I.A.1 is deleted. Honor status and general
population inmate references are deleted throughout. I.F. is deleted. I.G. is rewritten with
language duplicated from CPP 16.1 deleted. Physical contact language in I.M. is updated to
comply with CPP 16.1. Dorm 12 is changed to Dorm 10 A and B wing. Sections I.N.1.- 4. are
added. II.B.1. is deleted to match CPP 16.1. Section IV.B. is deleted. “All non-contact visit
requests shall be submitted within ten (10) days of anticipated visit” is added to IV.E. Section
V.A. is deleted with remaining sections renumbered. Section VII.B. and C. are combined into a
single visitor dress code with the remaining sections renumbered. A new section VII.C. is added
and sections VII.H. and I. are deleted. Section IX.A.3. about visitors not sitting in the parking lot
is added. Section X.C. “An inmate shall not receive a visit until he has been in the correctional system at least sixty (60) days” is deleted.

KSR 17-00-05 Inmate Reception and Orientation: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. In Section II.A., A requirement to document in the Kentucky Offender Management System” is added. Section IV.C. is revised to read, “An inmate shall be notified that the Inmate Handbook is available on the kiosk as a part of the orientation process while housed at KSR. The Inmate Handbook shall be available in the Inmate Library and Law Library. An inmate shall be provided a copy of the Inmate Handbook upon request.” Section IV.B.2.m. about honor status is deleted and remaining sections are renumbered.

KSR 17-00-07 Inmate Personal Property: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Title of CPP is deleted from I.B. References to RHU are deleted throughout. Language regarding documentation of inmate tv being in working order is added in III.A.2. Language regarding personal property form uploaded to KOMS upon transfer from KSR is added to IV.A.3.

KSR 18-00-04 Inmate Transfers, Admission and Discharge Procedures: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Deputy Warden for Programs is changed to Transfer Coordinator throughout policy. “[A]s assigned by the Deputy Warden of Programs and Operations” is added to section II.A. Identification department is changed to Property Room in section II.D.2. Administrative Section Supervisor is changed to Transfer Coordinator throughout. “Visitation procedures and” is deleted from II.G. Section II.H.is added. Offender Records Department is changed to Offender Information Office in III.G.5. C-Wing or A-Wing Upper is inserted to VI.A. Duty Officer is changed to Transfer Coordinator in section V.B. “In special circumstances, the Warden may authorize a Hold Ticket Status inmate to live in General Population.” is inserted in VI.A. Hold ticket Status inmates placed in CPTU shall require a detention order from sending institution” is deleted from VI.E. Identification Department Officer is changed to Captain’s Office in section VII.B.2.

KSR 18-00-06 Classification: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Section I.C. is deleted and sections are renumbered. The title of CPP 18.1 is deleted. Completed is changed to “prepared” in II.A. Reclassification Summary Form is deleted from II.A.

KSR 18-01-00 Youthful Offenders: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Small wording changes are made throughout for clarification. In section IV.A., designated is added and Department is changed to Area.

KSR 19-00-02 Inmate Work Programs: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Section III.A. is revised to read that an inmate wanting to be considered for a position shall obtain a work assignment form. “Complete the appropriate section of the job application form and forward the application” is deleted from III.A. Current and proposed supervisor is added to III.A. “Sign and forward the application to the appropriate unit administrator’s mailbox” is deleted from III.C. “Inmate shall take the Work Assignment Form to the inmate’s Classification and Treatment Officer (CTO)” is inserted in III.D. “Assigned UA shall review the application” is deleted from III.D. The wording under
application procedure for controlled jobs is revised to be similar, where applicable, to that of non-controlled jobs. “Or his designee” is deleted from III.H.1. Deputy Warden of Security is added throughout. Sections V.A. and B. are substantially rewritten to include language regarding inmate work counseling and work assignment counseling. Application shall be forwarded to the offices of the Deputy Wardens for approval or disapproval is added. In section VII.C., new sections 1.-7. are added with old sections deleted. Deputy Warden and Wardens is added to VII.D. “A higher paying job or” is added to section III.G.1. Doctor is changed to primary care provider in section IV.D. Mental health staff is added to V.D. Deputy Warden for Programs is revised to Deputy Warden of Programs and Operations throughout for clarification and consistency with other policies.

KSR 20-00-01 LaGrange Education Center: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Programming is removed from the policy title. “Who have an interest in or may benefit from education programming” and “Programs shall also be offered to help inmates develop interpersonal skills and behavioral techniques to enable them to manage their affairs more appropriately and function in a free society” are deleted from the Policy and Procedure paragraph. Rules is changed to regulations in the Policy and Procedure paragraph. Programs and Programming is changed to courses throughout. Academic is changed to education in numerous places. In section II.A.5., General Educational Development is inserted. Sections are renumbered in sections VII. And IX.

KSR 21-00-01 Legal Aide Office and Inmate Law Library Services: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. “And Supervision” is deleted from the policy title. Section VIII.C. is changed to “The number of copies allowed may be limited to the number required by court rule or order and shall be obtained in the Inmate Law Library.” Language regarding audio or video court transcripts shall be forwarded by U.S. Postal Mail within two (2) business days is inserted in section IX.H. Administrative Section Supervisor is replaced with “Deputy Warden of Programs and Operations in section I.A.

KSR 21-00-02 Library Services: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Inter-library is changed to Interlibrary throughout policy. Section I.D. regarding staff privileges to use KSR library is deleted. VI.A.2. regarding educational experience of librarian is deleted. Administrative Section Supervisor is changed to Deputy Warden of Programs and Operations in section VII.A.. Contract Librarian is deleted from VII.A. ACA Standards is revised to read ACA Expected Practices in VII.B.3.

KSR 22-00-03 Inmate Organizations: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Deputy Warden for Programs is changed to Deputy Warden of Programs and Operations throughout. Section I.B.2. is revised to read “Final approval shall be obtained from the Warden before a new club or organization begins.” Section I.B.6. is revised to read “Changes in the club bylaws shall require approval from the Warden, Deputy Warden of Programs and Operations, Club Coordinator, and Staff Advisor.” Section IV.C. is revised to read “All proposed fund-raisers and expenditures shall be reviewed for approval by the Warden, Deputy Warden of Programs and Operations, Club Coordinator, and Staff Advisor.” Two service projects per year is changed to one service project per year in IV.E. “One of the service projects shall be to benefit the KSR inmate population and one service project shall focus on local charities outside of KSR,” is changed to “Service projects shall be to benefit the KSR inmate population local charities outside of KSR” in section IV.E.1. Aramark or
Keefe only is added to IV.A.1. Disciplinary Segregation is replaced with Administrative Control in IX.L. “A proposal approved by the Club Coordinator shall be reviewed by the Deputy Warden of Programs and Operations and require approval by the Warden before implementation is added to section XII.B.

KSR 22-00-07 Inmate Magazine: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Deputy Warden for Programs is changed to Deputy Warden of Programs and Operations throughout policy. Three inmate reporters is changed to two inmate reporters in II.C. In Section IV.B., “at no charge” is deleted and “on JPay and in the Inmate Library” is added. Small wording changes are made throughout for clarification.

KSR 23-00-03 Religious Programming: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Small wording changes are made to provide clarification. In the definition of faith group representative, “representative of a legitimate religious practice” is replaced with “representative of a faith group.” The definition of “Legitimate Religious Practice” is deleted. “[A]nd to establish policies and procedures for developing and operating religious programs” is deleted from the definition of prohibited activity. Administrative Section Supervisor is changed to Deputy Warden of Programs and Operations throughout policy. Chaplaincy Staff section I.D.1. is deleted and the sections are renumbered. CPP 3.3 title is deleted from I.E.2. “Or religious text” is added to II.C.2.f. Language is inserted regarding religious medallions or pendants in section II.D.3.b. “An inmate of his congregation or those” is replaced with “inmates” in section II.F.1. “Bibles” is replaced with “religious texts” and denomination is replaced with religious group in section II.G.2. 15 minutes before start of a service is added to III.B.4.b. and service schedule procedures are updated in III.B.4.c. Certified volunteer is added to who may host a service is added to section III.B.4.e. Language regarding termination of a volunteer is deleted from policy.

KSR 24-00-02 Substance Abuse and Chemical Dependency Program: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. “Under coordination of the assigned Deputy Warden or his designee” is deleted from II.B.6. Baptist Hospital Northeast is changed to an outside hospital in II.F. Phoenix Program is changed to Co-Occurring Disorder (COD) in II.B.2. Deputy Warden of Operations is revised to Deputy Warden of Programs and Operations in III.

KSR 24-00-03 Social Services Program: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. Deputy Warden for Programs is revised to Deputy Warden of Programs and Operations throughout. Vitek Hearings is deleted from D.1.a. KSR 24-00-01 Social Services Staff is merged with KSR 24-00-03 and KSR 24-00-01 is deleted. Sections are renumbered and reorganized due to the combination.

KSR 25-00-01 Discharge of an Inmate to Hospital or Nursing Home: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. “A completed parole discharge plan” replaces “confirmation of acceptance” in I.C. and “or the approving authority” is added to that section. “Final” is added to section I.D. Central office replaces probation and parole office in I.D. Caseworker is replaced with Reentry coordinator in II.B. Transportation department is added to III.E. Section IV is entirely rewritten to reflect new procedures for early parole for terminally ill inmates.
KSR 26-00-01 Volunteer Services Program: ACA 4th edition standards are revised to 5th edition expected practices in the Authority/References box. References/Authority box is updated to include additional CPPs and to correct citation for KRS 197.020. The definition section is deleted because the definitions are duplicated from CPP 26.1. II.C. is revised to read that volunteers shall attend a training program approved by Department of Corrections Training. Sexual Abuse Prevention and Intervention Program, CPP 14.7 is added to volunteer packet documents in section II.C.2.k. Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) is added to volunteer training information in II.C.4. Deputy Warden of Security is changed to a Deputy Warden in section III.B.1.b. Section IV regarding termination of volunteer status is added. Small wording changes are made to provide clarification.

DELETIONS:

KSR 10-01-02 Restrictive Housing Unit General Operating Procedures
KSR 10-01-03 Restrictive Housing Unit - Inmate Tracking System and Record System
KSR 10-01-09 Hold Ticket Inmates
KSR 15-01-01 Responsibilities of Staff Assigned to Units A, B & C
KSR 15-01-06 Honor Housing Criteria and Rules
KSR 18-00-07 Kentucky State Reformatory Placement Committee
KSR 18-02-01 Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Intersex (LGBTI)
KSR 19-00-03 Safety Inspections of Inmate Work Assignment Locations
KSR 20-00-06 English as a Second Language
KSR 24-00-01 Social Services Staff